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returns a list of endpoints in an order that prioritizes an IPv6-upgrade path. The order is prescribed by RFC 6724 [1] and /etc/gai.conf. Iterating sequentially over the list of IP endpoints has repercussions —

- Broken IPv6 connectivity makes apps stall for several seconds before trying IPv4.
- Studies have reported [2] browser connection timeouts in the order of 20 seconds.
HE helps *prevent* bad QoE in situations where IPv6 connectivity is broken.

### Design Goals –

- Honor the destination address selection policy [RFC 6724] [1].
- Quickly fallback to IPv4 when IPv6 connectivity is broken.
- Give a *fair* chance for IPv6 to succeed.
Introduction | Motivation

- HE timer (300 ms) was chosen (2012) when *broken* IPv6 connectivity was prevalent.
  - Largely attributed to *failures* caused by Teredo [3] and 6to4 relays [4].
  - Even in situations where relays work, Teredo / 6to4 add *noticeable* latency [5, 6].

- These transition mechanisms have *declined* over the years due to efforts such as —
  
  2013  Microsoft *stopped* Teredo on Windows and *deactivated* public Teredo servers [7].
  2015  The 6to4 anycast prefix has been *obliterated* [8].

- Consequently, failure rates over IPv6 [9] have *dropped* significantly —

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Overall</th>
<th>Native</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>40%</td>
<td>5.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>3.5%</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
IPv6 landscape has changed today —

- 4/5 RIRs have *exhausted* available pool of IPv4 address space [10].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RIR</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>APNIC</td>
<td>Apr’11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RIPE</td>
<td>Sep’12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LACNIC</td>
<td>Jun’14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARIN</td>
<td>Sep’15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- IPv6 global adoption at \(~12.2\%\) (native) with Teredo / 6to4 at \(~0.01\%\) [12] (July 2016)
- Google over IPv6 (whitelist) program *replaced* by a Google IPv6 blacklist [13].
- Google will not return AAAA to resolvers where latency over IPv6 > 100 ms worse [14].

\(^1\)Comcast, Deutsche Telekom AG, AT&T, Verizon Wireless, T-Mobile USA
The effects of HE (300 ms) on the QoE of a dual-stacked user remains largely unclear.

We want to know —

- In what percentage of cases HE makes a bad decision of choosing IPv6 when it’s slower?
- In such situations what is the amount of imposition (in terms of latency impact) a dual-stacked user has to pay as a result of the high HE timer (300 ms) value?

Applications apply HE not only where IPv6 is broken, but also when IPv6 is comparable.
Fragmentation of HE is visible in browser implementations today —

2011  Chrome uses 300 ms [15]. [since v11]

2011  Safari uses history of witnessed latencies [16]. [since OS X 10.7]

2012  Opera uses parallel TCP connections [17]. [since v12.10]

2012  Firefox uses parallel TCP connections [18]. [since v15]


2015  Safari uses 25 ms + history of witnessed latencies [19]. [since OS X 10.11 / iOS 9]

These HE timer values are arbitrarily chosen. What is the right timer value?
We measure against ALEXA top 10K websites for 3 years (2013 - 2016)

1. TCP connect times to websites over IPv6 have considerably *improved* over time.
2. 18% of websites are *faster* over IPv6 with 91% being at most 1 ms slower (May ’16).
3. HE (300 ms) makes 99% of websites prefer IPv6 more than 98% of the time.
4. Slower IPv6 connections are preferred in ~90% of the cases.
5. Lowering HE (150 ms) gives a margin benefit of 10% and retains same preference levels.
Related Work

2011 - 2012 Studies [20, 21, 22] have analyzed HE implementations.

- Chrome reduces degraded user experience when IPv6 is broken.
- Safari prefers IPv4 even when IPv6 connectivity is similar (hampering eyeballs).

These studies are dated. HE implementations have changed with time (see slide 7).


2012 Zander [24] showed that 75% of the connection attempts preferred IPv6.

2013 We [25] showed that HE never prefers IPv6 using Teredo.

2015 We [26] showed that HE prefers YouTube over IPv6 even when IPv4 performs better.

---

2 In this work, we show that this preference has increased to 98% today
Methodology

3 Please see previous work [13] for a more detailed description of our methodology
Methodology | Metrics and Implementation

- Uses `getaddrinfo(...)` to resolve service names.
- Uses non-blocking TCP `connect(...)` calls.
- DNS resolution time is not accounted.
- Can read multiple service names as arguments.
- Can read service names list from a file.
- File locking capability.
- Sets a delay between `connect(...)`; avoids SYN floods.
- Can produce both human-readable & CSV output.
- Cross-compiled for OpenWrt; Running on SamKnows.

```bash
% happy -q 1 -m www.google.com www.facebook.com
HAPPY.0;1360681039;OK;www.google.com;80;173.194.69.105;8626
HAPPY.0;1360681039;OK;www.google.com;80;2a00:1450:4008:c01::69;8884
```
Methodology | Selection of Websites

- We use the ALEXA top 10K websites as measurement targets [13].

1. www.google.com
2. www.facebook.com
3. www.youtube.com
4. www.yahoo.com
5. www.wikipedia.org
6. www.qq.com
7. www.blogspot.com
8. ...
The happy test repeats every hour.
We measure from 80 dual-stacked SamKnows [27] probes.
Data Analysis
[2013 - 2016]
TCP connect times to popular websites over IPv6 have *considerably* improved over time.
ALEXA top 10K websites (as of May 2016):

- 18% are faster over IPv6.
- 91% of the rest are at most 1 ms slower.
- 3% are at least 10 ms slower.
- 1% are at least 100 ms slower.

\[
\Delta s_a(u) = t_4(u) - t_6(u)
\]
Data Analysis | Preference

- Only \( \sim 1\% \) of samples above HE timer value \( > 300 \text{ ms} \)

- A 300 ms HE timer value leaves 2\% chance for IPv4.

- 99\% of top 10K ALEXA prefer IPv6 98\% of time.
Samples where HE prefers IPv6 —

- HE prefers slower IPv6 connections 90% of the time.
- Absolute difference is not that far apart from IPv4
  - 30% — at least 1 ms slower.
  - 7% — at least 10 ms slower.

Can a lower HE timer provide same preference over IPv6 but not penalise IPv4 when it’s faster?
Are we ready to disable HE entirely?

- 18% of ALEXA top 10K websites are faster (see slide 17) over IPv6 today.
- Parallel TCP connections\(^4\) (HE with 0 ms timer) will *hamper* IPv6 preference.
- HE timer today still should give IPv6 a *fair* chance to succeed.

\(^4\)such as used by Firefox and Opera today
Data Analysis | Lowering HE Timer

- We control two parameters and lower the HE timer value.
- Each data point is the 1\textsuperscript{st} percentile preference towards ALEXA 10K websites.

- Lowering to 150 ms retains preference levels over IPv6.
- We get margin benefit of 10\% (18.9K) because timer cuts early.

\[^5\]99\% ALEXA top 10K websites prefer IPv6 connections 98.6\% of the time
Limitations

1. The comparison reflects the performance as seen over TCP port 80 only.
2. The measurements cover ALEXA top 10K websites only.
3. The results are biased by our vantage points (centered largely around EU, US and JP).
Takeway

1. TCP connect times to websites over IPv6 have considerably *improved* over time.
2. 18% of websites are *faster* over IPv6 with 91% being at most 1 ms slower (May ’16).
3. HE (300 ms) makes 99% of websites prefer IPv6 more than 98% of the time.
4. Slower IPv6 connections are preferred in ~90% of the cases.
5. Lowering HE (150 ms) gives a margin benefit of 10% and retains same preference levels.
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